Career Preparation Speaker Lunch & Learn (last one of the semester):
“Experiential Education -- Studying Abroad as an Engineer”
Thursday, Apr. 13
12:10 - 1:00pm; EN1062
You're invited to the final Lunch & Learn event of the spring semester. Come on by to EN1062 to hear from UW's International Program acting director Mary Katherine Scott about studying abroad as an engineering student. Studying abroad, particularly as an engineer, is an excellent way to develop personal growth, network and learn in a challenging, different environment. Ms. Scott has years of experience in Central American studies and has led study abroad programs to Yucatan, Mexico. Lunch provided.

Live Local, Work Local: Networking Event
College of Business Atrium
April 11; 6:00pm-8:00pm
Free food from FOOD TRUCKS
You may know about some companies that hire here in Laramie: the University, Walmart, and some of the fast-food restaurants. But there are other industries in Gem City, and they want to spread the word! Come join us at the "Live Local, Work Local" event on Tuesday, April 11 and casually network with local Laramie professionals.
Seagate Technology
*Longmont, CO*
Full time Engineer
Chemical Engineering, BS or MS
**Deadline: Apr. 7**
Seagate Technology, an innovator in the data storage industry, is hiring engineers for its materials science and engineering group. If you're a soon-to-be grad in chemical engineering, and you enjoy problem solving, this may be a position for you. The position requires the resolution of materials and chemical integration issues related to disk drive products. You'd be responsible for analysis of components and assessments of material performance, among other roles. Prior experience in SEM/EDS, Raman and FTIR, or similar tools, is required. You must be able to communicate technical issues verbally and in written form and have strong team skills. For more information or to apply, go to the site's listing on [Handshake](#).

Facility Engineering Associates, PC
*Santa Rosa, CA*
Summer Internship
Architectural or Civil Engineering
**Deadline: Apr. 8**
Facility Engineering Associates is looking for a summer intern! If you're getting your degree in civil or architectural engineering, this position may be the one for you. Students would help perform field evaluations on existing facilities like parking garages and structural framing. You would learn how to find and correct deficiencies in structures. The work would also include research, written deliverables and CAD drawings. You must have excellent oral and written communication skills, be able and willing to travel and work well in a team environment. [Apply](#) now! The position closes soon.

NASA's JPL Systems Engineer
*Pasadena, CA*
Full time position
Computer science preferred
**Deadline: Apr. 10**
3.7 GPA required
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is at the forefront of robotic design and exploration in space, and wants to find engineers who are willing to go where none of have before. JPL's Early Career Hire Program is looking to find engineers who have experience coding in Python, Java and C/C++ with a GPA of at least 3.7. You must have some experience in aerospace and computer science, or an equivalent internship background. Those with excellent communication skills and demonstrated leadership abilities are preferred. You would be responsible a variety of software system design, implementation and execution for space missions. This is a highly competitive, highly challenging environment that rewards those who look towards risk. Apply now.

Sinclair Refinery
**Sinclair, WY**
Summer Internship
Chemical Engineering
**Deadline: Apr. 10**
Chemical engineering students, take heed: the Sinclair Refinery is looking for interns to be involved in the quality assurance department. As an intern, you would be working with a lab Raman spectrometer to test diesel samples. The position has opportunities for other physical and chemical testing assignments. You must be a detail oriented person with good communication skills. If you're interested, go to the Handshake listing and apply as instructed.

Consolidated Electrical Distributors
**Casper, WY**
Summer Internship
Electrical Engineering
**Deadline: Apr. 11**
Consolidated Electrical Distributors, or CED, is hiring for summer interns. If you're interested in experiencing the electrical engineering hands-on, this may be the position for you. For more information or to apply, contact Justin Maxwell at jamxwell@cedcasper.com.

Electrical Consultants, Inc. (ECI)
**Billings, MT**
Full time position; Civil Engineering
**Deadline: Apr. 12; Minimum 3.0 GPA**
ECI is a engineering consulting company which performs project design work across the United States, and is looking for full time civil engineers. The position would entail detailed civil design work for transmission lines; developing sophisticated FEA models of transmission lines and other hands-on structural engineering
applications. You must have excellent communication skills and be able to work in fast-paced environments. Unfortunately, those requiring immigration sponsorship are not admitted. To apply, go to Handshake.

Baker Structural

San Antonio, TX
Full time position
Civil or Architectural Engineering
EIT preferred
Deadline: Apr. 14
Baker Structural is an engineering firm that is "passionate about architecture and the application of engineering to the built environment." The company wants engineers with the same drive and desire to start applying for a Structural EIT position. Among other responsibilities, the job would email analyses of member size, use of Revit and the ability to problem solve solutions to engineering problems. You must have experience in Revit or RAM Structural software and previous structural design experience, whether internship or otherwise. Apply on Handshake.

City of Laramie

Laramie, WY
Summer position
$8.75-$12.67 per hour, depending on position
Need a summer job in Laramie? The City still has summer positions in mosquito control open. They do 40 hour work weeks all summer long and have set schedules. Anyone interested in City summer positions needs to apply online at https://www.cityoflaramie.org/index.aspx?NID=245

CH2M

Laramie, WY
Summer position; $13.50/hr
CH2M needs to hire a Phytoremediation Technicians for the summer. The position would total 300 hours through mid-May and August and would involve the maintenance of 50 acres of vegetation near the Laramie River Greenbelt Trail. You must be hard worker, dependable and be able to follow instructions and work outdoors. Farming/ranching experience or similar is required. The ability to maintain power equipment is desired. For more information or to apply; send a resume to Eileen Torok at etorok@ch2m.com